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"Application of Chimera Naviet=Stokes Code for High Speed Plows"-
Kumud Ajmani
The primary task for this year was performed in support of the "Trailblazer" project at NASA Lewis
(under the auspices of the Lewis Hypersonics Program). The purpose of the task was t o perform an
extensive CFD study of the shock boundary-layer interaction between the engine-diycrtem and the
prinaary body surfaces of the Trailblazer vehicle. Information gathered from tiffs study "0,ould be used
to determine the effectiveness of the diverters in preventing the boundary-layer coming off of the
vehicle forebody from entering the main engines.
The Rtst step in the CFD analysis revolved the generation of individual, overlapping, thm,'._dimensional
grids around the suxfaces of interest. The surface definitions provided by the Trailblau,:r team were
processed through the ICEM-CFD program, in order to generate surface definitions which would be
acceptable to the grid-generation code(s). Two grid-generation programs - GRIDGEN (for H-grids)
and HYPGF2q (for C-grids around conical surfaces) were used to generate a total of 6 vo],=me-grids for
the vehicle forebody, engine-pods and divcrter surfaces.
The grid-generation stage was followed by thc grid "assimilation" stage. The PEGSUS code was used
to define the "holes" and "boundaries" for each grid. The information provided by the PISGSUS code
was used as an input into the CI-_4_ERA-based, grid=overset, upwind, finite-volume ::FD code to
perform the CFD simulations. The code uses the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model in o::der to model
turbulent regions of the flow.
Two setsofCFD calculationscorrespondingtoMach 2.5and Math 6.0wctcperformed.'l'heangle-of-
attack (AOA) was varied between -3, 0, and +3 degrees (for the puq_ose of a parametric !;mdy) for the
Mach 2.5 case ; the Mach 6.0 case was studied at 0 degrees AOA. A gdd-refmem_ nt study was
performed for the Mach 2.5, AOA = 3 degrees, and the grid densities for the grid-conw..cged solution
were then maintained m all the other cases. This was done to ensure that all the CFD re';uhs obtained
would be grid-independent.
Extensive post-processing of the _esults (pamide-traces, contour plots) was pcdonned _z _mchtest case.
The results revealed the existence of a glancing side-wall boundary-layer interaction betw.._..n the shock
wave offofthe enginc-cones and the "diverted" boundary-layer between the pods. Th,!:.CFD results
in, cartel that the _ of the boundary-layer due to the pressure exerted by the engine-cone shock(s)
might be sufficient enough that the "physical" diverters might be eliminated from the configuration,
without any loss in vehicle performance. However, this phenomenon needs to be st:tdied further,
particulax.ly since the eliminatiorL of the "physical" diverters would considerably simpl_ :fi/the overall
design of the TrailbLazer vehicle. Detailed CFD results of the coml_utations performed hi tbJs task will
be made available in an ICOMP report (to bc published).
This work _ done in collaboration and with the assistance of NASA colleagues Meng-S Liou, Charles
J. Trefny, Joc Roche, John Slatc_ and Kai-H. Kao.
